
Conduction, Convection and Radiation Review 

What are the 5 statements in the Particle Theory of Matter? 

“Made up of tay perticles Called atoms + molecules. 
3 ries cub stance hing argue pes frele4 thad are Ait ferent then athe 

Dkeles of matter 4re in Constant mot dn. 

‘ag: fenper ature particles moe faster than at 9 hue femprra ture. 
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In the space below, draw what the particles of a solid liquid and gas look like, and then fill out the rest of the 
table. 
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The shape is: {\YC The shape is: #hg COataraer ‘The shape is: fhe don tg nor 

The volume is: Riyed The volume is: Gye The volume is: SAW as tke 

Contant 
What are the particles doing? What are the particles doing? What are the particles doing? 

-wbrate * vow? fla ~brayes walghs pat ewibrates # MOVES at Ad { essible | CachoPr speeds =. F/om4 
no eagily Compr no} eqély com press ble - ea) ly Compre Za dle 

What is thermal energy? 

= The energy and rh _an ahyect/ system due fo the moyemead of 
pacticles. ; - 

~ Hest 15 the tran 54ec of JQ ng | eaergy. 

What j thermal expansion? Provide an example of thermal expansion in a solid, liquid and gas. 

Berticles Aeat up» and move faster Causing fo space _behucea thor fo 
eCVpard. 

_Sv is - Sidewalk buckling from heat SS 

Liquids - | levels rBIn4 
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Conduction Convection Radiation 

What is it? 

Head trans fer caus 

by CONS 10 of pac tides. 

No movement of Material 

Heat 4 hy at aged 
by the flo of a 

lids pas icles 

-Cprstant cycle 

What is it? 

re on d € 

radrvant energy in He 

form DE electcomagnene 
WANES 

What is an example of it? 

Ex: p00 becomes hot 
after $i 4+ing in hot rrp 

. What is an example of it? 

Gt heating WP Soup 

hot part “es Oe, cold 

What is an example of it? 

Ex: the head yor Fel 
Croom the suA , Or a cond 

Dachicle 44 sin 

When thinking of a lava lamp. All three forms of heat transfer are present. Please explain (in detail) how each 

of them are represented when a lava lamp is on and heated up. 

Conduckin ~ teansr of kon thowy| direct contact et col] 

in_Contagt with 9 less. 

aja Si in lamp and replacing the le lava Conyeetin - 

make a eri Hart cyck - 

Radia ion - mht bul’ radlatinn Koat PArough Fhe a|A$5. 


